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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
José María Jiménez Forcada has contributed to the dictionary with 3 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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gandunbas
gandunbas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "gandumbas" as meaning:<br>It is probably a wrong
transcription of the gandumbas Word with " m " the RAL gathers as: lazy, left, apathetic...

garula
Garulo or garula makes reference to the garulos, individuals belonging to an ancient village of the Liguria ( Italy ).
Appears in the compendium of Roman history written by Charles Du Rozoir and E. Dumont: "M Emilio Lépido and M.
Scevola, consuls do next, facem anno feel to you Garulos... or weight das 34 Roman weapons;  Garulo has been as
surname.

garula
According to lists of Basque toponomasticas for the letter 34 voices;G "   (
http://www.euskomedia.org/PDFAnlt/riev/20/20024035.pdf ) A term of Santa Cruz del Valle (41 Burgos; that has the
name of Garula.En reference to the former meaning of person belonging to the Ligurian town of the garulos, SYNs Tito
Livio, another reference in the work Roman history, page 109:
http://cdigital.dgb.uanl.mx/la/1080012312_C/1080012318_T7/1080012318_MA.PDFNo be ruled out that garulo and
better words are related and share the same meaning.


